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CLIFF 
OUR 2020 EDITION

TRENDY 
AESTHETIC  
MADE-TO-LAST

In order to celebrate 90 years of Rempp Küchen 

with due ceremony, we have selected an own 

anniversary edition: The attractive Cliff model! 

With 9 décor colours, it is right in line with the 

current design trend of modern concrete and 

stone reproductions, which can be used for fronts, 

worktops and the complete kitchen environment. 

The surfaces are extremely similar to the genuine 

materials and in no way inferior to their big siblings 

as regards appearance and design. 

All décor variants are from our own production site 

in Wildberg and, thanks to their special surface 

quality, are extremely durable and easy to maintain. 

Starting in January 2020, we offer this excellent 

model in price group 0!

*  pietra grey, available with continuous texture for 
max. 6 front parts in price group 2.

▲  concrete 
dark decor

■  concrete 
dark decor

▲  concrete 
dark decor

concrete dark decor (BZ)

concrete light decor (BE) ▲  concrete 
light decor

■  concrete 
light decor

▲  concrete 
light decor

concrete slate grey (BH) ▲  concrete 
slate grey

■  concrete 
slate grey

▲  concrete 
slate grey

ferro black (FC) ▲  ferro black ■  ferro black ▲  ferro black

ferro oxide (FX) ▲  ferro oxide ■  ferro oxide ▲  ferro oxide

oxyd-grey (XY) ▲  oxyd-grey ■  oxyd-grey ▲  oxyd-grey

kito bronze light (KR) ▲  kito bronze 
light 

■  kito bronze 
light 

▲  kito bronze 
light 

kito steel (KS) ▲  kito steel ■  kito steel ▲  kito steel

pietra grey (PY) * ▲  pietra grey ■  pietra grey ▲  pietra grey
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www.rempp-kuechen.com

90 YEARS OF QUALITY  
FROM THE BLACK FOREST
Wildberg, located on the fringes of 

the northern Black Forest, is home to 

Rempp Küchen. Rempp has already been 

synonymous for high-quality kitchens from 

the Black Forest for 9 decades. We aspire 

to have satisfied customers who enjoy 

their home, in a kitchen of Rempp quality.

LOOKING BACK
Back in the 1930s, what originally started out as a 

small workshop in Fluorn near Rottweil, has grown 

over time from a traditional carpenter business to 

a state-of-the-art, future-oriented production site. 

Today, we manufacture kitchens with a convincing 

price-performance ratio at our corporate headquarters 

in Wildberg that satisfy the most discerning demands.

120 – 12,000 – 50,000
With more than 120 employees and a 

production site of more than 12,000 m², 

more than 50,000 cabinets are produced  

in Wildberg every year. Whether serial, 

single-item, or custom-made production –  

we believe that every order deserves the 

same precision and passion. Well-wrought 

grid standards, smart special solutions and 

highly-motivated employees with the best 

professional qualifications provide the base 

for our high quality standards.

1930 TO 2020   
REMPP KÜCHEN IS WRITING HISTORY


